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Thanks to traink for sharing the Duane Allman track at Dime.
Thanks also to the taper; and to kneesfudd for sharing the 1970-71 studio outtakes at 
Dime.

Dime reader edelwolf posted the following note:
Heavy Psychedelic fuzzy organ/drums driven Duo, like Lee Michaels... way before 
it was called jam band. Local groups got in the act as well with Booger Band being 
one of those groups that people would make sure not to miss. Keyboardist Will 
Boulware was formally with “The Souljers” and he was not unlike Stevie Winwood 
in the respect that he was a child phenom. He sang, wrote and played an amazing 
Hammond B3 and keyboard bass. The drummer, Joel Maloney (R.I.P.) was an amazing 
young drummer and the guitarist, Ted Trombetta was equally incredible on guitar.

kneesfudd noted:
- Warts: Almost none remaining! Surely missed a few dullspots & a couple of glitches 
were only partially fixable but repaired most everything. Signal wasn’t overloaded but 
sounds too hot & a drum mike was not well-placed (minor quibbles!).
This is a substantial upgrade as original was VERY slow & had 100s of glitches & 
electric pops - ALL now repaired.
- Many thanks to DIMER traink for turning us onto the original version of this 
excellent recording.
Booger Band never issued a version of “Feel A Pain” (or anything!), but Hydra 
covered that song on their 1st album.

1970-71 Studio Outtakes Lineage:
unknown recording studio/equipment > master analog stereo reel(s) > unknown 
generations (not many!) > unknown generation Maxell XLII-S cassette (traink’s 
copy) > wavs > flacs
Playback: flacs > Trader’s Little Helper > wavs > Audacity (normalisation to 
remove DC offset, channel/phase alignment, fades, manual one-at-a-time glitch / 
dropout / bump / pop / click / dullspot repairs, volume adjustments, speed fixes, NO 
equalisation) > CD Wave (track splits) > flacs (Trader’s Little Helper)
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With Duane Allman; early 1971
01. Jam 5:30
Unfortunately, track ends at the five-minute mark and there is a dead space of 
about 30 seconds.

Will Boulware - electric piano
Joel Maloney - drums
Duane Allman - guitar
? - guitar (there is some guitar pickin’ going on behind Duane)

Studio Outtakes 1970-71
02. Untitled (instrumental) 4:42
03. Feel A Pain 10:47
04. Untitled (instrumental) 1:12
05. Untitled (instrumental) 3:54
06. Are You Leavin’ (?) 2:22
07. Untitled (instrumental) 1:28
08. Untitled (instrumental) 1:45
09. Someone Help Me 4:05
10. Untitled 9:43
40 mins

Will Boulware - keyboards - Hammond B3, electric piano, vocals
Ted Trombetta - electric guitars
Joel Maloney - drums, vocals
? - electric bass


